
There are many levels of Production/Income 
which Agents could deem “successful”. 



You may want to look at what it 
would take to “move up a level” 



ü No assistant or team members

ü Income ~$0-100K (BTW, sometimes even a break-even profit year is still 
a success as you grow your business)

ü Learning and growing with each transaction. Areas, skills, pricing, 
financing, etc.

ü Likely does each transaction differently - very few the “same”. No systems.

ü Likely source of business is SOI or purchased leads - profit two ends of the 
spectrum due to this.

ü Challenges may be finding business, ups and downs of income, not 
knowing where to spend $ to make money, lack of schedule & time 
management skills; lack of presentation and negotiation skills; lack of 
systems.

ü Planning is weekly, monthly, quarterly, annually. Not too far in the 
future.

Level 



ü 1 or no assistant or team members.

ü Note: These hires are all “customer service specialists” with 
focuses on specific things. We hire others to provide better 
SERVICE to our clients and potential clients. PERIOD. And, one of 
the results is that YOU get to do what you want to do and that 
which pays you the most… hint: it’s not admin. Yet, admin is 
CRITICAL to customer service… and customer service is the ONLY 
thing that creates ease and success in business…

ü Income ~$100-250K

ü Generating some experience and confidence. May begin to apply 
minimum standards around price ranges and areas.

ü Staring to create systems & checklists and seeing categories of 
business. Buyers/Sellers/Referral/Repeat/SOI vs. stranger.
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ü Challenges may be in lead generation; ups and downs of income; wasting 
money on things that don’t work or they don’t have time to work them; 
time management may be out of control due to being too busy and not 
having enough support; working more hours than they’d like to; inability 
to turn of the phone or take trips without worry; still may lack strong 
systems in many areas.

ü Planning begins to go to Quarterly and Annually vs. monthly/weekly.
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ü At least 1 assistant & likely 1 or more buyer agents (Higher end could 
be up to 3-4 assistants and 3-5 buyer agents)

ü Income ~$250K-$1.25M

ü Tracks numbers in more detail but may not see what they mean 
clearly.

ü Mastering confidence and abilities. Has presentations, finds 
negotiations easier and faster, has systems in place and working to 
perfect them.

ü Minimum Standards are firmly in place at higher end of this level. 
Focus should be on listings with buyers being a natural byproduct of 
the listings.

ü Has 2-5 really business sources and lots of systems & checklist that 
keep business coming in. Ups and downs of income likely over.
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ü Enjoying a schedule that allows for more flexibility for 
travel and training. You are salaried with bonuses year 
end.

ü Challenges are likely around Mindset; sometimes 
Complacency hits in this level; Leadership of the team, 
hiring & turnover; still may be wasting money on chasing 
the magic bullet; may be afraid of the monthly nut of 
staff, office, systems yet needs to have even more support 
to go to the next level.

ü Planning may be 1-2 years in advance.
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ü Full staff of assistants including a receptionist; marketing manager 
for team and listings; listing manager; contract-to-close manager. 
Upper end has additional personal assistant; office manager/contract 
negotiator; accountant in house. Likely 1-2 listing agents and 4-5 
buyer agents.

ü Income ~$1M-3M

ü Mastered lead generation and systems. Everything is a system and 
has detailed checklists handled by staff. Knows numbers better than 
ever. Mastering leadership of the team and accountability strategies 
for staff and team agents.

ü Has 4-6 strong business sources and systems to keep business 
coming in regularly. More focus on streamlining, less chasing magic 
bullets. Money is better budgeted and managed. Recognizes when 
another staff member is needed and no hesitancy in hiring.
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ü Enjoying more time off and a schedule that allows for more flexibility 
for travel and personal development including meeting and learning 
from those at or above their level.

ü Tighter minimum standards necessary to maintain profit. Salary will 
be higher in this level.

ü Coaching and Growth of individual Team members plus Leader 
Coaching the Team is a critical priority

ü Challenges may be in the "hamster wheel syndrome"; leadership of 
the team; seeing clearly profitable vs not profitable business sources 
and leads (too often starts taking outside of minimum “for the 
agents” when there is no profit in it); replicating themselves; 
recognizing they need to be leading & perfecting systems vs
prospecting or going on appointments personally very often.

ü Much more time needed thinking strategy and 2-5 year advance 
planning.
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ü This level requires Teams of Staff and Agents led by Managers of each 
group.

ü Managers develop and implement new Systems and tracking metrics.

ü Managers run the business. Owner is pure vision and Manager 
Leadership.

ü Income ~$2.5M plus

ü Numbers and Results tracking takes a significant amount of your time.

ü Flexibility of your time is huge.

ü Scalability & Profit is a huge key for moving up within this level.

ü This level requires vision and hiring the right leadership within the 
team with high accountability at the top levels.

ü Planning will be very far out… 4-10 years in advance.
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Talk with your coach about what level your at. If you 
want to grow, ONLY look at the next level! Don’t 

focus on the levels above that until it’s time. 

You have to unlock one level at a time.

Why? 

Because it will change before you get there!


